A total of 269 partial D and weak D samples were tested. The analysis of results allowed identification of various partial D types, many of which were new. The kit contains 12 monoclonal IgG anti-D antibodies. Cell lines and identification used were: Anti-D' X LHM75/65, Anti-D' B LHM76/59, Anti-D' C LHM74/102, Anti-D' LHM93/28, Anti-D' E LHM94/171, Anti-D' G LHM75/65, Anti-D' H LHM77/66, Anti-D' Y LHM78/47, Anti-D' J LHM59/91, Anti-D' K LHM58/98 and Anti-D' L LHM57/98. The Partial RhD Typing Kit (SRK, UK) or DiaMed AG, Switzerland, was used as a reference where appropriate and consist of cell lines and identification: Anti-D T LHM169/80, Anti-D'A' LHM170/88, Anti-D' Y LHM168/90, Anti-D' D LHM70/45, Anti-D' D' LHM76/55, Anti-D' D' LHM77/66, Anti-D' D' LHM78/79, Anti-D' D' LHM169/80, Anti-D' D' LDM1 (all were IgG except LDM1). The product is in compliance with the USP. The type and number of most samples tested were known as partial Rh D samples (confirmed or not confirmed by molecular testing). All test samples in the evaluation had been collected for the purpose of routine blood grouping or stored as part of the SCARF system.

The evaluation and reference kit were tested using standard serological indirect haemagglutination assay (Coombs test) using cells suspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or low ionic strength saline (US). Haemagglutination reactions were graded using the standard method in use at each test laboratory. Where anti-IgG was used, participants used their routine anti-human IgG (anti-IgG, anti-IgM, anti-IgA) reagents. The reference kit was supplied by the manufacturer. Some of the samples tested for haemagglutination using a gel matrix test (LISS-Coombs 37ºC, Direct/ID Micro Typing System, OCD). Red cell samples used were either EDTA or citrate anticoagulated blood samples collected from patients or frozen and recovered, and all were washed in PBS before use.

Results

The results were reported by each test centre using their standard grading systems. All test samples were evaluated and reaction patterns were variable. While it was noticed kit component 1 gave the highest incidence of negative reactions, otherwise 75% of weak D were positive throughout. Weak D types 2 and 3 were positive throughout with type 4 showing most variation. Two type 15 tested reacted as D'F'N'.

Conclusions

A total of 269 partial D and weak D samples were tested. The analysis of results allows many partial D to be identified serologically, due to their unique reaction patterns with the panel of anti-D reactive reagents. While generally there was generally a good consensus of results, the product, therefore, allows a number of partial D types to be identified by haemagglutination assay and D'F'N' reaction pattern. The range of partial D's defined by this kit is more comprehensive than any other D typing panel currently available. The kit has the advantage of allowing rapid, reliable and low cost screening by haemagglutination for patients requiring identification of partial D types, some of which could previously only be characterised by molecular analysis. Weak D samples may react with all kit components to varying degrees due to a variation in the antisera titer. In the future, the composition of each kit component may be adjusted to improve the identification of weak D, which can give variable reactions. There were insufficient numbers of cells of partial D types DAB, D'B, D' and DIM to confirm reaction profiles. If further samples of these types were available and evaluated, it is hoped that the reaction profile would be further extended. The new kit is now CE Marked but is available in the US as a 'Reference Use Only' product.
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